ARTIST BOOKS

Most of the boob reviewed here are available at Printed Matter,
535 West 22"1 St., New York Cig, the new venue for Printed
Matter, unless othenvise indicated

REFERENCE

-

Stanley Brouwn: A Chronological Survey 1957 2001by
Harry Ruh6 is the first book on Brouwn, with detailed
information on his Fluxus activities as well. It appears in a
loose-leaf white binder, in a white slipcase, with tipped in
black and white and color illustrations. This is a very
handsome presentation of a bibIiography of an artist who
has been unappreciated but is one of the most remarkable
artists from the second half of the 20"' century.
"At the request of the artist there are no photos or biobibliographical data." Since 1972, this sentence (or a
variation thereof) is found in the catalogs of group
exhibitions that Stanley Brouwn participated in. From that
year onwards the artist refuses to supply any biographical
data, or give interviews. He is even extremely hesitant in
allowing the reproduction of his work. In 1970, he began his
career with a museum exhibition in Schiedam, Holland. He
had already been known in Germany, having taken part in
Fluxus-related actions, and his work was published in a
large number of books and magazines. He was one of the
first conceptual artists. For instance, in 1960 he
"organized" an exhibition of all the shoe stores in
Amsterdam and sent out invitations asking people to visit
the stores at a certain time."
Available for 44.50 Euros, or $40.00 from Galerie A,
Joh. Verhulststraat 53, 1071Ms Amsterdam, Holland.

BOOKWORKS
Arvid by Anne Saelby is the story of this older m a . who
from 26 July 25 August 2000 is photographed at the same
table each day in his bedraggled condition, with gnarled
hands, sometimes a sparkle in the eye, but oftentimes sad.
About the P of August, he appears to know the presence of
the artist, almost willing to talk, and then shows her a
photograph of himself as a soldier either in Korea or
Vietnam. In another week he has a pair of glasses on, and
a smile on his face, in fact much more animated. The
photographs are set in an Exercise Book used by students
with English and Chinese alphabets on the back cover.
$10.00

-

The Book of shadowsby ~ d a m ~ aiskamagical
e
bookG&
created in entirety by the artist, including a poem at the
beginning of the book which tells of the necessity of "waiting
with patience and humility" for human transcendence to
occur in an era "existing within shadows." The imagery
throughout the book derives from figuresfrom Greekvases of
the 4"' and 5"' centuries B.C., placed into carefully composed
compositions by the artist. The images turn one way and
another creating new images by manual manipulation, and
the book is larger than it is because of this technique.
Everything about this book is elegant from the gray
recycled French Paper to the fine Pantone inks and the simple
but perfect hand binding. Offset and letterpress printing
makes this a non-digital, exquisite bookwork. $23.00 from
Adam Rake, 4812 Springfield Ave., Philadelphia, PA 19143.
Melody Marketing by Joan Lyons (Rochester, VSW Press,
2001, $12.00) is a discussion of what came before MP3,
DVD,CD, W .With photographs of various residential
buildings including houses and apartment houses of various
eras, the pitch is presented with asides which direct the
salesman of the new music store in town to give his pitch to
the unknowing "folks". The lead is to present the customers
with a new music technology, not vinyl, not reel to reel, not
eight track cartridges. Instead, it is cassettes that is the new
leader. And of course, it needs the new players to play the
new fangled cassettes.
The book, itself, is printed on Iined paper with "Row, row,
row your boat "in music score at the top of each double page,
always interspersedwithphotographsof residentialbuildings.
And the pitch goes on for Melody Marketing to provide the
family with the machine, the cassettes (any they want at halfprice from the store). The pitch goes on. The covers are in
color, and Nathan Lyons appears on the back cover with the
Melody Marketer.
Manga XI by Magnus Johnstone (n.p., n.d., $3.00)is abook
of drawings about all sorts of human activities such as
reading, ventriloquism, femmes fittales, bonding, rivalry, all
with aspects of manga or anime, a kind of story without
words about fantasy.
For more fantasy, see

htto://ussem~es.ure~.com/matmus
The Tango by Leslie Scalapino and Marina Adams (New
York, Granary Books, 2001, $29.95 paper) brings poet
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,who selects his gelatin
coated Japanese stock.
siIver photos with time1
,has chosen the scroll as
a perfect paesntation for ' ' N ~ o d ' ,which, m r h g bo
the dictioaaary, is
where birds fly.
hollow, apmdthe center ofthe sky. Or, e m e e s s . A state
when the feet do not touch the g o d . ImBtenGveness. The
Miljtgr to decide between twO things. Midmy. The center
of fie sky (the zenith). A BudMst tern.
Here the artist is indeed combining the
W e attributes of this traditionally one-sff format, the
scroll, with the advantages of m&rn printing technology.
s the scroll slowl(y,
small images of skies
hand, and makes meditation and con&mglalion part of the
contractbetween artist andviewer. Traditioncombineswith
hi-tech to W e a singular experience. The scroll is h o d
in a wood-and-acrylic box. ISBN 1-5905-022-3.
Pots & P a s by Bob Gregson is the result of seeing a book
entitled "Pots & Pans, etc." in 1974. When Gregson opened
it, he was disappointed to see that it was exactly what it said,
a book a b u t pots & pas. So at that time, he created a
small book inspired by the title. It bas changed completely
over the years, becoming a kind of event or perfonmance.
One can rad the book in a linear fahion, or serendipitously,
or in a playlFul manner. Which ever way the reader takes,
the bookwork has meaning, sometimes with a theme of
birth, life and death or
treated in a linear
significanceas well.
2001 edition. What it involves are two words which are
usually joined with an ampersand or "and"-words th;U go
together, such as "cease& desist" or young (IZ foolish" and
so it goes. This boxed edition is a lovely gida for friends and
enemies alike.. .a gift of words to illuminate the passage, two

war& to 8 page. AvGl&Pe for $40 from Bob Gregson, 788

N o d a s by m k Pawson is the .result of collldng those
s d Vfing f i p s o ahw d e n W e s a d M r made from
W, w&ng homed Tnelmets and dways coming qkpm
b&i& wmpm and shields. The "No@m'%&e
comes from
Pawson's allmion to N o a n the Nog books, which were part
of his c&ldhood. Noggins ar
iy made in Scandinavia,

h e there are those made in

S@n and Japan, and
dss fomd in ISri&,
Cyprus, M a l a
and
WIorca. The Noggins in this book
d in
stores, junk shops, c&@ shops, flea markets.
As most collectors, he has gone into their design and
materials, background and history, and instead of just doing
what most m i l d s t s do, i.e.make a postcard, he decided to
do a book and Ehas started collecting s i d a r but notquiteNoggins, such as Cavemen, Scotsmen, Monkeys and so this
with almost life-size images on each page, details of
eachpart, and then there are childhood drawings, a picture of
Pawson next to a life-size Noggin in Denmark, and much
more. BibTiopphy included. This b k is $2 1.00 at Printed
Mtter. vc7liw.m~awsot~.detnon.co.1I]k/no~~ins

Mluadrap is an assembIing by the Mandrago people edited
by Peter Coffin, who has created a gathering of pages created
by a large group of artists including old advertisements,
s, barcodes, tickets, color photos,
Xeroxed pages of di
satirical collages, silkscrwm, harrdprins, brainprink,
footprints, printing on mylar, etc. A nice collection, in covers
with velcro closing. $16.00

A Fable for Beginners or Only the B u a ~ n sare Red by
Betsy HuSick is a brilliant fable about a sad l i i , one which is
told through drawings interspersed with some text, which
allows one to turn the pages quickly, getting to the moral of
the story. A little girl, a mother, a father, and a little brother
who live in a house in the woods. Sounds familiar'? It is.
This is one time when
ng the pages gets to create a
r h m and a resolution at the sawe time. $10.00

U~bitled2001 by Heather Bennett deals with the question of
advertisements using the female figure, extremely polished
and sophisticated, and yet blatant ubiquity. So this time,
e agency IS an image
herself, challenging assumptions and yet creating the same
aesthetic and seductive quality ofthe original advertisements.
There definitely is tension between the images and the intent.
The sexual factor is a given, but tihe images done by the artist
seem to generate new questions, some of which are critical to

the m d a ~ o between
n
inkeelileca, pe
A tour de force. Color peprduc~on&oughout. $16.CsCb

Police (Skate) USA by S ~ OGi;llik~i
W deals with a Supreme
Court declaration OD 24 April 2OQ11 which $lows the Police
to put yon in jail before you are tried, even if it is a her
pilalltgr is a s d l fine>md
Amenheat's proBbibi~on
e seizure, .e.g. s e a ~ l a snot worn.
h u t "inaBieanabIe rights?" Now aQout
moking, fantin& sleeping,
honking, those other small offenses.
Of cowse, this bkvbrok was created before 9-1 1but it's
h a d to believe. And wow ever greater i n m i o n into our
privacy has been
by the govement Such a b e of
, wodd seem to ignore w e d
power, however
probBems such as racial profiling, which were kingasses&
just prior to the World Tmde Center tragedy. Gilbert is
asking how to balance the rights of an in&Gdd md the
need for communal security? Our freedlorn is indeed k i n g
~ c ~ c eand
d , this artist b k makes ws question what is
really going on. Simple, sgid-buwd with civic responses.
$25.00

shows us how flowtsrs are
GM Fahgre by S d B
panlaled for dwmBon md breeding pu~gsgs,
crea~ng
bloom more frquendy so that c h a p r flowers can
be produced during the winter m o n ~ .&netidly
engineered plants create the sameness we see, while s
plants tell us when they need watering, or if they are being
ataacked by insects or viruses.
All the text is interslperd with sections of btmicra8
texts, color images of flowers and trees, ~ a p from
m
gardening books, as well as images of insects which have
created problems for people who eat these vegetables and get
rashes or burns or created allergic reactions to these
vegetables. All kinds ofprobiiems b v e evolved because of
this genetic engineering, includili
and then cloning has evolved into
if you read this book, the fume is the past and the past is
prologue. $33.00

The Merclhmrt of Maweis md the Peddler of Drems by
Frtdtrdc Cltment (San Francisco, Chronicle Books, 2001,
$16.95 hardback) is a delightful search for the perfect
birthday gift for Frederick Knick-Knack's best friend, &he
Merchant of Marvels, who has everything. He thinks of
elephants as small as specks of sand, or the broken end of
Pinmciihio's nose or an eyelash stolen from tbe @ e n of
Sheba, or a ticket for a thsusand and one flights on a
thousand andl one sights, or even Mona Lisa's beauty pt,
and so m y more remarkable suggestions.

encbmenfr wen in the plamment
so that the ah*
d&e
w k rthe d u ~ o ton the &I
his e e n d Mice. This & e m weaver bas c r a t d a dassic in
its own time. This is a book for all ages.

Higpoilw's blmd, an il
(San Fmcisco, Ckoni
tells the story of apgolpe Webb who gets the itch to travel,
takes out some of his oldest nnarnps and finds ;a set of idaads in
the Sox& AkBakn~ccalIedl The A m m . On eonkemporav
mps, however, they do not appear. The islands, seemingly,
have & a p p d .
on his dream and advenwe: to discover
a poaap of islands, which have gone missing for centuries.
But how to fimd a trip? Why, with a book advance, of
course!

Using %aeH vast c o l l d o n of the jetsam of liife,dd maps,
shells, old prints, etc., Hodgson, book desi
illusttator f m e d for The T a t t d Map*The S
CO-writerofParis Out o f m d weaves in thee parts this story
as part m c w r travel, p a t adventure on the high seas, and
pat d v e n m in the New York publishing house. Yet this
&enam is dl mysteHiom, because J ~ o u g be
h writes the
book &er discovefing the islands, his New York editor
doesn't believe him. The book is evocative, mysterious, and
a wondefi read. Hodgson makes magic again! A must rand
you can find it at your I d boskslhop?
TWOby Ted C. Ford
So& of Ex~ui~irte:
A Bmk of Julhtapositions includes 6
merent scenarios by various p p 1 e in whicb texts and
images are eol1age-d with poems of Rumi or statements by
various p p l i e that seems weird by often insidious in today's
d m e . The bin&ngs are exquisite with h - d e
papers
and sewn bindings!

A Corlpw of Sorts: A Book of Juxpositiorns includes four
Werent scenarios with collaged text and images by four
different atisis. A little book with a gorgeous binding,
handsewn again. Both these books are in an edition of 100$8.00

Sistoa Tongue by Lisa kim I(anae ($10 paper) is abook about
pidgin as a language of discom in Hawaii, how it came to
be, how the Native Hawaiians began wing that language,
Wawai'i Creole English. There are excerptsfrom government
reports, quotations from those who
Pidgin, the
problems of those who sgeak Pidgin to the detriment of

En@s$ the prob'gem with "orien&ds or A s i ~ ' ' The
. layout
and design of the book is by Kristin W e
m p M e s and e d s e s the &erne of this b k . There is a
bibliomphy about the Cmle English spoken in Hawaii, as
well as Speech Dimders.
Lab 3.J.S.A: BIu~na&$ I)iaacumoeceas@, wriben and
by Kevin C. Pyle (Dayton, OH,Au&nomda,

indicative of what
in the U.S. The first essay is ~ m by nthe Critical Art
Ensemble.
The stories, each true, are i1lu-eed
by moody drawings
that are better than comics, and reminiscent of the imagery
of Wililim Kentridge. ReaI, but surreal at the same
From injections of pllutokm in the 1940s to pre
women getting oral doses of radioactive iron as well as
children getting breakF& food con-ng
radioactive iron
and calcium. Then gages ofprisonersas a n e a pigs, herein
Kevin Pyle has chronicled the shocking and heart-breaking
atrocities of the medid, psychia
establishments. All of this is demo
black and white ill
ons ehal fighten, enlighten and
darkem the honor stories herein revealed. This is an
amazing &st book, one that should be read by your
Congressmen and Senators, by the President and Vice
President, and let them shudder as you shudder.
Two by Jasper Fabricius

Xanadu is a book creating a fantastic world in offset
(Copenhagen, Space Poetry, 2001, $7.00) which is an A-4
size 3-color dream world of yogis, office buildings, giraffes,
slrange hybrid animals, robots and spaceships, perpetual
motion machines, and much more. The fantasy keeps going
on and on and on. Fabricius has designed this with the help
of students from the Academy of Fine Arts in Helsinki.
The New Uokoo Times by Tadanori Yokoo serves as an
exhibition catalog and parody of the New York Times that is
iIlustrated by the artist's collages, recently shown at the
Roth Horowitz Gallery in Manhattan. The "new
mimics the visual style of the W Times and includes
articles fiom the newspaper as well as satirical take-offs to
simulate the original newspaper. The 20-page newspaper
made with best heavier paper than newsprint, satirizes the
self-promotion of artists, including Warhol, Chihuly and
Yokoo; headlines have also been altered with wit. For
instance on the front page, we read "Apology at Issue:

mot's WilFe D ~ A O WUokm
S
Tabnos.
is a iid1-size
n e w m p r with even the typefaces mimicbng the original
n e w w p r , dl1 using old Life magazines for materid, just
a he did in the 1960s.
m o m ;ns the Andy Wa~holof J a w , Y ~ k o ois now in his
late @s, and he has been famous in Japan for his Pop*Pings,
an echo o f R i c h d
book desigm, writings, record album covers. Alas,
]he Baas not been well known in the States except for a
~ e a o p e i v eat M O M in 1972. Here is a colllagist with
density, sexy, ri&dous images, sometimes mystid m d o r
of art history and includes
others in his collages. He
coming from pornographic
, animals attacking the
Japanese royal family and much more. But his best work is
in book designs and in this "newspaper" parody treating the
book as a physical object, orchestrating image and text with
abstract graphics. This is
able faom Roth
Horowitz, 160-A E. 70&St.,
M e l m Place, Los Angeles,
FINNISH B O O W O R K S

a;amm by Cia Rinne is a self-published simple bookwork,
ed. of 1 0 0 numbered copies, rubber-stamped with sewn
binding. Comprising 149 minimal thinacing pieces, written
on a typewriter and by hand, completed by simple drawings,
and subdivided into chapters like m o w n afrique, zaroum
msique, zaroum berlin, zarom athina (Athens) etc. The
m o m pieces, composed in English, German and French,
move from idea pictures that touch on serious phillosophical
themes to more abstract, at times, comic, linguistic and
semantic brainteasers. It is wonderfd to see the old
technology (typewriter, even with red and black ribbon) for
a change. The book reminds me of the 1960s and early
197% when typewriters were still being used widely by
British artists, especially. But now, it looks even nostalgic
but good. This is a tteat when you see how cultured Cia
Rinne is, reminiscent of Fluxus and Cage and much more.
Available for 15 Euros plus postage from Cia Rime,
KarIbergsvagen 9, 00240 Kyrkslatt, Finland.
sialk@hnomde.fr

Po&cnrdsby Joakim Eskildsenfrom "iChickenMoon7' comes
dkom a book by the same name by Cia Rinne and Joakim
Es&ildsen on the life of a black South African family in the
Nal area and a township a few years after the end of the
Apartheidera. The photographs are in five-color oBset,
exquisitely beautifid and the postcards are 2 Euros for d1 six
or 50 eurocents per card.
Please order at
joaskild;~11ottnail.com

Comic B o o b aurrid Gsrqhie Novels
A m m a t o @ o s i ~ h o wH a d 3s it h w a y ? Is d&mM to
Big Questions in its fourth issue. This h u w l y dram
d d s with The Idiot, The
Mgernsn, Mgers Dr
Second Dreaan and The Idiot. Some have buW1m, some are
silent, but they are well drawn and p r d u d by
Aiwlime/Anelers B r e a m Nilsen. $4.W with color cover

h v e Eats Brdns, a n m b i e Wommce#I( $l.W)and #2/3
($2.00) are two comic h k s wEch have no ghosts, devils,
goblins. They tolerate vampires and werewolves, if they
follow W ~ o and
n b h v e the way respectable vampires
and werewolves shodd. They relish tales of d s m . Virtue
doesn't always need to T~llmgh.And so it goes.
LlTTLBE BOOKS
Greetings fmm Laas Vegans by Taly & R m Johnson is a
coloTfi84 collage of both sound, smell and r h m of Las
Vegas with its absurdities and its truths intersper& with
m ~ p d a t e texts,
d
M n ~ n g swith
, photompkbs a d collaged
images, and the sadness of the place emding every page.
$9.95
Abstr&tion by Jesper Fabricius is a very small book of
color photo$raphs of plaants and flowers susgended in air,
with a p t i c abstraction in a c h image. A h u m work.
$4.00
Ohio, Late July by Katie Glicksberg is a series of b u m
photomphs of an Ohio that one would remembr ifone had
seen it that July or any July. It is a true sequence of
photo$n;tpls that has no text, but has so much to say.
Published in Brooklyn, New Uork by the &st in 20011,
$12.00.

The 36 Uabown by Todd Weirnstein is a rewkable
collection of "spirit" photograph which csmemorate the
36 righteous ones in which the world could only exist when
there are a m i k u m 36 righteous ones. In Bookimg for these
"spirits" in which they m y appear, they m y not appear,
they may be known, they may be
Weinstein, an outstanding and well-recognized
photographer found hirnselflmhg for those 36 who might
save the world, appearing when they are needed, and one of
them might also be the Messiah
alah).Thus Jews tend
to treat strangers with kindness,
one of them might be
the Messiah.
The photographs are
rocks, in the walls, in b
The essay is by Rabbi

French well as English. The captions are dm in French
and En@is%a. There is dm a bioclaronologgr of Todd
Wei-in.
?As b k is moh?%ing,
qg)ifid,and ajowey not
only for the p h o t o ~ p b ebut
r dm for the 'cra&H".
Magar h g l s by Pave1 Bfieher is part ofthe F o m t s Series
ssioned work for Library
in m c h e & r , En@&.
Wchester and created
a work of- part &which was this b k h u t
their cswewndence, their wives, arnd their lives. A week's
worth of texts and imges that go beyond the page. London,
4997, $6.00
Fakewela to EirCh by D m Rose imgines the future when the
progeny will have just a vague image of what went on before
on Earth. What Rose creaked in the galleries at Illinois
Weslqm University is an e n ~ r o m e nmade
t
from clay and
topsoil &om khe Illinois prairie, slnd wLiniature h o w s made
out of Davey b a r d (the m a t e ~ dused to make the inside of
hard cover WBcs).
Then using categories, D m Rose first shows us the
I m h p and dwellings, then goes into linpisliics, then
i m a n e s what will be inside heads with switches and then
takes us on a journey on a flighmth Ulat &scribRs the
l i m b p and the c d t m d scape of people in Illinois at one
time, mother time. A re
le artist book that
m m m w e d an exhibitiorn,but stmds by itselifas avery valid
work of m. $7.00
Sea !See]: The Sdton Sea viewed through a pinhole by
Sarah Peltzie tries to image a modern scene that has a past,

someGmes creating a phantom through a quiet gesture.
These black and white images do indeed create those
p h t o m s upon occasion, sometimes the environs, the
buildings, the ruins, the Iife around the Salton Sea. A
buneing 'oook. $16.00
Detruils: Close to Open: Selections from the Swarthmore
eace Collection 'by Buzz Spector (Sw
re College, 2001, n.p.1 is an artist book poslng as
an exhibition catal
details of hands from 90
photogranphs in the
re College Pece Collection
most tightly clenched fist to
the most opened hand. A conceptualpiece that seems to ring
true in these times of clenched fists and peace signs.
Available from Swarthmore College Peace Collection, or
~~ttu://w~~"~~.m~artlunore.ed~ibrm/peace/
MAIL ARB PUBLICATION
Mail 4 F.U.N. is a haail art box of the Funtastic United
Nations in a limited edition of 500 copies, including 22 color

EXHBBlTElON CATALOGS

of V. Bmnai, B. B l w , E. Bim
Ia,P.@M,
R Coben, P.&$mmeq B.W. Felka, B.
., L. Demon4 Bmncin.. & B. Pi& Mereg P.
R w ,P. Rssier, P h m Petal,
goy%M-Rujiters, R Smick, The Sticker

ma,

The cast for one copy if $25.00 postage includd
world~de. Send cash in x g s t e d envelope or
I n t e m a ~ o dPostal Money Order py&Ie to: Viaore
Balroni, via B a ~ s t i 339, 55049 VimMo, Italy.
Baronivi&ats.ir or htsu:llw~~w.aaa-edi-~ionai.it

me M&er9s Hmd: %early B w h by Ken Cmpk11 is a
End of ~ebospectiveof the rewrkabBe bookvvorks of Ken
m@llAcmmpMegf
.
by ara essay by W c i a Reed of the
Get@,this h u m f d l - s i d catalog of20 b k w o r k s which
has created &men 1975 and 2000. Most of the
b k s are Bette~plressand were seen at the Herzo August
Biblio&ek in WogenbUUe1,
in the spring d 200 1.
As bciiarte8 by Reed a d
himself, the books are
edensions of the artist-each one k i n g a "chapter" in the
texture of the whole. CarngbeIIl does most of his problemwlviaag wkle producing these remkable h k s , thus this
catdog gives insight into the physical and mental processes
deploy4 during each title's gestation. He deals with the
history of art,religion, mytholo
architecture. His words
and images coalesce into pe
ny after creatingfuges
of some ofthe pieces so &it when they finish, they are indeed
whole again.
Each book is accompanied by a description written by the
d
er and as such, the process, the intent, and the
paduct are fully explained. He mpplementsthe account with
poems, texts and images. The 70 fullcolor photographs were
taken by the artist and they are indeed remarkable for anyone
who h;as not even seen the books. The catalog ends with a
chronology and the indication that a new book about America
is the next project. We all look forward to that book.
ken.cam~k111@,&odine.co.uk
Pq*k
ISBN 0-9540 102-0-5 £35
Nardback ISBN 0-9540 102-1-3 6100 (edition of 100 signed
arid numbered by the artist)
SOUND ART
Joe Jones: Back aud ForCh Eghibition Sound is the
resurrection of a performance on 3 1 August 1985 at Galerie
Hundeatmrark. . Edition of 500, price 19.50 Euro from
Hundertmark,Brusseler Strasse 29, D-50674 Koln, Gemany.
Hend Chopin: La Peur & Co (1958-1979) in an edition
of 400 is available from Galerie und Edition W u n d e w k ,
Brusseler Str. 29, D-50674 Koln, Germany. 19.50 Euro. For
information, info@S1mdertn1;1rk-gallen-.corn

